
Alterra PWZSV
brine/water heat pump with  

integrated stainless steel cylinder

MODELS
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4

6 - 17.2



I N T R O D U C T I O N

key features
Energy efficient/low energy costs

Heating and domestic hot water  

in one appliance

Space saving dimensions and 

flexible positioning

Controllable worldwide via smartphone app 

Alterra PWZSV
The Alterra PWZSV from Modutherm is a compact brine/
water source heat pump intended for use where energy 
is sourced from a series of geothermal probes or ground 
collectors. Heating and domestic hot water can be provided 
with the PWZSV, and the integrated 180 litre stainless steel 
storage cylinder will give copious amounts of domestic hot 
water for the whole family.

Despite the many integrated components, the dimensions 
of the Alterra PWZSV are very frugal, and the unit takes 
up only half a square meter of floor space, making the 
PWZSV ideal where space is at a premium. The attractive 

and modern appearance means the unit will not look out of 
place in a kitchen or other living area if a utility cupboard is 
unavailable. The PWZSV can also be sited within a niche or 
under a staircase, as all internal parts are accessible from 
the front of the appliance.

The Alterra PWZSV provides the perfect solution for 
achieving high output within limited space constraints. In 
addition, the inverter drive modulating variants optimally 
adapt output to match that of the property, and its 
occupants, thus making them particularly energy-efficient, 
which saves on electricity costs and makes them kinder to 
the environment.

Completely pre-assembled including 180 litre 

stainless steel domestic hot water cylinder

Attractive design

Integration with photovoltaic 

systems possible

Single phase (62/92/122) & three phase (162)

easy to transport and install



K E Y  F E AT U R E S  &  T E C H N I C A L  D ATA

1 all specifications in partial load

technical data

Heater in 
combination 

with controller 
(A*** bis G)

Combination 
with hot water 

preparation 
(A*** bis G)

total

(kg)

without 
module 

box

(kg)

Refrigerant  
filling 

quantity 

(kg)

Dimensions 
WxDxH 

(mm)

CO2 
equivalent 

(t CO2)

Hermetically 
sealed

COP
B0/W35
partial 

load

Heating 
capacity 
B0/W35  

min./max.  
(kW)

PWZSV 62H1S
PWZSV 92H1S
PWZSV 122H1S
PWZSV 162H3S

MODEL

A205

209

228

240

125

125

125

125

1.16

1.25

2.00 

2.20

598x590x1850

598x590x1850

598x590x1850

598x590x1850

2.1

2.2

3.5

3.9

✓
✓
✓
✓

A+++

A+++

A+++

A+++ A

A

A

4.861

4.761

4.871

4.921

1.3-6.0

1.8-8.7

2.5-13.6

3.2-17.2

performance data device
weight

energy 
efficiency class

model breakdown
H - Heating/DHW 
1 - Single phase
3 - Three phase
S - Stainless steel tank
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